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Mood’s portfolio covers all types of interior 
taping, from eye-catching decorative taping 
to property and signage taping. Also safety 
and protection films.

The tapes can be frosted textures, ready-
made patterns, printed patterns or colours, 
open-cut patterns or a combination of these. 
Layering and taping on different sides of the 
glass can also create interesting effects. 

We mainly use 3M grades. Grades from other 
manufacturers are also possible, e.g. Avery 
and Aslan. There are many things to consider 
when choosing the right type of tape, such 
as installation location, base material, future 
service life assumed lifespan, budget... All of 
these factors are taken into account when 
choosing the right materials.

Particularly in large projects, one good start-
ing point for taping design is the film width of 
the chosen quality, which allows for low ma-
terial wastage and economical use. Typical 
film widths range from 1220 to 1520 mm. 

We also offer project-specific order design of 
patterns.

MOOD TAPINGS
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FROST TAPINGS

The classic linear look is created with frosted 
tapings, which can also be printed or cut out 
with patterns. There is a huge range of differ-
ent shades from different manufacturers’ col-
lections, from delicate etch-style films to glit-
tery frost finishes. In frost tapings, our most 
popular grades are 3M Haze and Sandblast. 

COLOURED TAPES

Coloured taping can be done by printing, 
or by selecting suitable colours from colour 
charts of pre-coloured materials. When in-
stalling on glass walls, please note that the 
colour of the printed films is only on the sur-
face of the product. If you want the colour 
to be the same on both sides of the glass, 
you should choose a through-dyed grade, of 
which our most popular is the Aslan EF500 
series. 

Coloured tapes are available in glossy and 
matt finishes, as well as metallic and pearl 
effects.

FADE TAPING

With 3M Clear View printing, it is possible 
to create fade tapes of the exact width and 
shade you need. In this case, the unprinted 
areas will remain completely crystal clear. In 
addition to white, coloured fades can also 
be printed. You can also find fades in the 
pre-patterned adhesive tape collections, e.g. 
3M Fasara. 

PRINTED TAPINGS

Office walls and furniture surfaces are a good 
place to create a sense of expression with 
striking and unique tapings. 

The tape films can be printed in the desired 
colour or pattern. Depending on the printing 
method you choose, the printing surface is 
either smooth, or slightly rough matte. On a 
glossy adhesive tape base, the semi-matte 
print surface provides an interesting texture.

You can also find different patterns in the 
prefabricated collections. E.g. The 3M Fasara 
collection is quite extensive.
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OPEN CUT PATTERNS

Many tape grades (cutter grades) can be cut 
to the desired shape. The patterns can be 
texts, logos, or freely designed patterns or 
pattern surfaces. 

The appearance of the tapes can also be 
lightened by cutting open the tape film, leav-
ing some areas crystal clear. In multi-colour 
or very small patterned applications, a tech-
nically and economically better option may 
sometimes be to print on the crystal clear 3M 
Clear View grade, with the final effect being 
very similar to that of cut-out patterns. 

Cut-out patterns can also be installed on solid 
wall surfaces, doors or even ceilings.

For cut-out tapings, our most popular grades 
are 3M Haze, Sandbast and Aslan EF500 se-
ries colour films

MEASUREMENT VISITS AND INSTALLATIONS
Mood typically takes the necessary precision 
measurements and is therefore also responsible for the 
accuracy of the measurements.

Our skilled and swift partner - our installation team will 
carry out installations to a high standard and within the 
agreed timeframe. 

The delivery time for tapings varies from a few days to a 
few weeks depending on the scope of the project and the 
grades used.


